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19-21 June 2018
Transportation to Skopje

For supported participants transportation will be organized by the local partner FAGRICOM responsible for the logistical support for the Workshop. All participants are individually contacted for arrangement of travel details. The process is still on-going for some of the participants.

The participants from partner organizations are expected to arrange their own travel and accommodation but could be also assisted in the process by Fagricom.

The participants who require visa to enter the Country are supported by information and supporting documents by the relevant organization who has invited them.

Local transport

There will be shuttles arranged for the participants whose flight tickets were purchased through FAGRICOM between the airport and conference hotel according to the participants' flight schedule.

For the participants who did not receive their flight tickets through Fagricom please contact Ms. Daniela Buzarovsky (contact details below) if you would like to use the shuttles.

The participants who already asked for shuttle will be informed on detailed shuttle schedule and other relevant information few days before arrival.

Conference Venue - Holiday Inn Skopje hotel

Holiday Inn Skopje is centrally located and overlooks the River Vardar. Its location allows easy reach of main City Square, the iconic Stone Bridge, the Old Bazar and the historic Kale Fortress offering sweeping views of the city. The Museum of the Macedonian Struggle, Macedonian Opera and Ballet and National Theatre are also in close proximity.
More information on the hotel Holiday Inn is provided in the link below:


Some of the participants will be accommodated in Hotel Duvet Skopje. It is a four-star hotel, located in the central part of the city, less than a kilometer from the Centre and 1.3 km from Holiday Inn. All major cultural areas mentioned above are in a walking distance. A top floor breakfast and bar areas are offering unparalleled panoramic views of the city.

More information on Hotel Duvet is provided in the link below:

http://www.duvet.mk

The accommodation for the supported participants and those who asked for assistance in the booking process is arranged by FAGRICOM. All registered participants for accommodation will get information on their arrangements during this week.
Location of both hotels and their interrelation is shown on the map below:

---

**Meals**

During the conference period, the supported participants are provided with breakfast for the days they stay at the hotel and all participants are provided with lunch and coffee breaks during the workshop.

The participants with special dietary needs are kindly requested to provide the special requests to Ms. Daniela Buzarovska (contact details below) no later than June 15, 2018.

**Joint dinner**

A joint dinner for all participants will be hosted by the GIZ Kosovo and The Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Water Economy of the Republic of Macedonia on Wednesday, 20 June 2018. The participants can enjoy a nice dinner and music, sharing information and experience between themselves and with the experts from various countries. The dinner will start at 19:00h in a buffet style. Different varieties of local and international dishes will be served. Two drinks per participant will be included.

**Contact**

Ms. Daniela Buzarovska  
NGO Fagricom  
Email: daniela.buzarovska@fagricom.org.mk  
Phone: +389 77 90 55 22